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Abstract. The task of outlier detection is to find small groups of data objects that are exceptional when compared with rest large amount of data. Recently, the problem of outlier detection in categorical data is defined as an optimization problem and a local-search heuristic based algorithm (LSA) is presented. However, as is the case with most iterative type algorithms, the LSA algorithm is still very time-consuming on very large datasets. In this paper, we present a very fast greedy algorithm for mining outliers under the same optimization model. Experimental results on real datasets and large synthetic datasets show that: (1) Our new algorithm has comparable performance with respect to those state-of-the-art outlier detection algorithms on identifying true outliers and (2) Our algorithm can be an order of magnitude faster than LSA algorithm.



1 Introduction In contrast to traditional data mining task that aims to find the general pattern applicable to the majority of data, outlier detection targets the finding of the rare data whose behavior is very exceptional when compared with rest large amount of data. Studying the extraordinary behavior of outliers can uncover valuable knowledge hidden behind them and aid the decision makers to make profit or improve the service quality. Thus, mining for outliers is an important data mining research with numerous applications, including credit card fraud detection, discovery of criminal activities in electronic commerce, weather prediction, and marketing. A well-quoted definition of outliers is firstly given by Hawkins [1]. This definition states: an outlier is an observation that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism. With increasing awareness on outlier detection in data mining literature, more concrete meanings of outliers are defined for solving problems in specific domains [3-22]. However, conventional approaches do not handle categorical data in a satisfactory manner, and most existing techniques lack for a solid theoretical foundation or assume underlying distributions that are not well suited for exploratory data mining applications. To fulfill this void, the problem of outlier detection in categorical data is defined as an optimization problem as follows [22]: finding a subset of k objects such W.K. Ng, M. Kitsuregawa, and J. Li (Eds.): PAKDD 2006, LNAI 3918, pp. 567 – 576, 2006. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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that the expected entropy of the resultant dataset after the removal of this subset is minimized. In the above optimization problem, an exhaustive search through all possible solutions with k outliers for the one with the minimum objective value is costly since for n objects and k outliers there are ( n, k ) possible solutions. To get a feel for the quality-time tradeoffs involved, a local search heuristic based algorithm (LSA) is presented in [22]. However, as is the case with most iterative type algorithms, the LSA algorithm is still very time-consuming on very large datasets. In this paper, we present a very fast greedy algorithm for mining outliers under the same optimization model. Experimental results on real datasets and large synthetic datasets show that: (1) Our algorithm has comparable performance with respect to those state-of-the-art outlier detection algorithms on identifying true outliers and (2) Our algorithm can be an order of magnitude faster than LSA algorithm. The organization of this paper is as follows. First, we present related work in Section 2. Problem formulation is provided in Section 3 and the greedy algorithm is introduced in Section 4. The empirical studies are provided in Section 5 and a section of concluding remarks follows.



2 Related Work Statistical model-based methods, such as distribution-based methods [1,5] and depthbased methods [6], are rooted from the statistics community. In general, underlying distributions of data are assumed known a priori in these methods. However, such assumption is not appropriate in real data mining applications. Distance based methods [7-9] and density based methods [10,11] are recently proposed methods for mining outliers in large databases. However, they primarily focused on databases containing real-valued attributes. Clustering-based outlier detection techniques regarded small clusters as outliers [12, 14] or identified outliers by removing clusters from the original dataset [13]. Sub-Space based methods aim to find outliers effectively from high dimensional datasets [3,4]. Support vector based methods [15,16] and neural network based methods [17,18] are also widely used in outlier detection. Outlier ensemble based methods are investigated recently in [24,25]. The preceding methods may be considered as traditional in the sense that they define an outlier without regard to class membership. However, in the context of supervised learning (where data have class labels attached to them) it makes sense to define outliers by taking such information into account. The problem of class outlier detection is considered in [19-21].



3 Problem Formulation Entropy is the measure of information and uncertainty of a random variable [2]. If X is a random variable, and S (X) the set of values that X can take, and p (x) the probability function of X, the entropy E (X) is defined as shown in Equation (1).
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E(X ) = −



∑ p ( x )log ( p ( x )) .
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(1)



x∈S ( X )



^



The entropy of a multivariable vector x = { X 1 ,..., X m } can be computed as shown in Equation (2). ^



E ( x) = −



∑



⋅⋅⋅



x1 ∈S ( X 1 )



∑ p( x ,..., x 1



m



)log ( p( x1 ,..., xm )) .



(2)



x m ∈S ( X m )



The problem we are trying to solve can be formulated as follows [22]. Given a ^



^



dataset D of n points p1 ,…, p n , where each point is a multidimensional vector of m ^



categorical attributes, i.e., p i = ( p i1 ,..., p im ) , and given an integer k, we would like to find a subset O ⊆ D with size k, in such a way that we minimize the entropy of D − O . That is, min E ( D − O ) Subject to | O |= k .



(3)



O⊆D



In this problem, we need to compute the entropy of a set of records using Equation (2). To make computation more efficient, we make a simplification in the computation of entropy of a set of records. We assume the independences among the attributes, transforming Equation (2) into Equation (4). That is, the joint probability of combined attribute values becomes the product of the probabilities of each attribute, and hence the entropy can be computed as the sum of entropies of the attributes. ^



E ( x) = −



∑



x1∈S ( X1 )



⋅⋅⋅



∑ p( x ,..., x



xm∈S ( X m )



1



m



)log( p( x1 ,..., xm )) = E ( X 1 ) + E ( X 2 ) + ... + E ( X n ) .



(4)



4 The Greedy Algorithm In this section, we present a greedy algorithm, denoted by greedyAlg1, which is effective and efficient on identifying outliers. 4.1 Overview Our greedyAlg1 algorithm takes the number of desired outliers (supposed to be k) as input and selects points as outliers in a greedy manner. Initially, the set of outliers (denoted by OS) is specified to be empty and all points are marked as non-outlier. Then, we need k scans over the dataset to select k points as outliers. In each scan, for each point labeled as non-outlier, it is temporally removed from the dataset as outlier and the entropy objective is re-evaluated. A point that achieves maximal entropy impact, i.e., the maximal decrease in entropy experienced by removing this point, is selected as outlier in current scan and added to OS. The algorithm terminates when the size of OS reaches k.
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4.2 Data Structure ^



Given a dataset D of n points



^



p1 ,…, pn , where each point is a multidimensional



vector of m categorical attributes, we need m corresponding hash tables as our basic data structure. Each hash table has attribute values as keys and the frequencies of attribute values as referred values. Thus, in O (1) expected time, we can determine the frequency of an attribute value in corresponding hash table. 4.3 The Algorithm Fig.1 shows the greedyAlg1 algorithm. The collection of records is stored in a file on the disk and we read each record t in sequence. In the initialization phase of the greedyAlg1 algorithm, each record is labeled as non-outlier and hash tables for attributes are also constructed and updated (Step 0104). In the greedy procedure, we need to scan the dataset for k times to find exact k outliers, i.e., one outlier is identified in each pass. In each scan over dataset, we read each record t that is labeled as non-outlier, its label is changed to outlier and the changed entropy value is computed. A record that achieves maximal entropy impact is selected as outlier in current scan and added to the set of outliers (Step 05-13). In this algorithm, the key step is computing the changed value of entropy. In the following Theorem, we show that the decreased entropy value is only dependent on the attribute values of the record to be temporally removed. Theorem 1: Suppose the number of records remained in D is nl, the record ^



p i = ( p i1 ,..., p im ) is to be temporally removed, and the current frequency count of



pij is denoted by f ( pij ) . The decreased entropy value is



each attribute value determined by



m



∑( w =1



f ( p iw ) − 1 f ( p iw ) − 1 f ( p iw ) f ( p iw ) log log ) − nl − 1 nl − 1 nl − 1 nl − 1



Proof: The entropy value produced by attribute Xj before removing the record is: ∑ ( f (t ) / nl ) log( f (t ) / nl ) . After removing it, the entropy value becomes t∈S ( X j )



∑ ( − f (t ) /(n



t∈S ( X j ), t ≠ pi



l



− 1)) log( f (t ) /(nl − 1)) − ( f ( pij ) − 1) /(nl − 1) log( f ( pij ) − 1) /(nl − 1) . Then



j



the decreased entropy value is: Ed ( j ) + f ( p ij ) − 1 log f ( p ij ) − 1 − f ( p ij ) log f ( p i j ) , where nl − 1



Ed ( j ) =



∑ (( f (t ) /(n



l



nl − 1



− 1)) log( f (t ) /(nl − 1)) − f (t ) / nl log f (t ) / nl )



nl − 1



nl − 1



is a constant in



t∈S ( X j )



current iteration. Hence, Theorem results by considering all attributes. With the use of hashing technique, in O (1) expected time, we can determine the frequency of an attribute value in corresponding hash table. Hence, we can determine the decreased entropy value in O (m) expected time since the changed value is only dependent on the attribute values of the record to be temporally removed.
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Algorithm greedyAlg1 Input:



Output:



D



// the categorical database



k



// the number of desired outliers



k identified outliers



/* Phase 1-initialization */ 01 02



Begin foreach record t in D



03



update hash tables using t



04



label t as a non-outlier with flag “0”



/* Phase 2-Greedy Procedure */ counter = 0 05



Repeat



06



counter++



07



while not end of the database do



08



read next record t which is labeled “0”



09



compute the decrease on entropy value by labeling t as outlier



10



//non-outlier



if maximal decrease on entropy is achieved by record b then



11



update hash tables using b



12



label b as a outlier with flag “1”



13



Until counter = k



14



End



Fig. 1. The greedyAlg1algorithm



4.4 Time and Space Complexities Worst-case analysis: The time and space complexities of the greedyAlg1 algorithm depend on the size of dataset (n), the number of attributes (m), the size of every hash table and the number of outliers (k). To simplify the analysis, we will assume that every attribute has the same number of distinct attributes values, p. Then, in the worst case, in the initialization phase, the time complexity is O (nmp). In the greedy procedure, since the computation of value change on entropy requires at most O (mp) and hence this phase has time complexity O (nkmp). Totally, the algorithm has time complexity O (nkmp) in worst case. The algorithm only needs to store m hash tables and the dataset in main memory, so the space complexity of our algorithm is O ((p + n) m). Practical analysis: Categorical attributes usually have small domains. An important of implication of the compactness of categorical domains is that the parameter, p, can be regarded to be very small. And the use of hashing technique also reduces the impact of p, as discussed previously, we can determine the frequency of an attribute
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value in O (1) expected time, So, in practice, the time complexity of greedyAlg1can be expected to be O (nkm). The above analysis shows that the time complexity of greedyAlg1 is linear to the size of dataset, the number of attributes and the number of outliers, which make this algorithm scalable. Previous LSA algorithm presented in [22] has the time complexity O (nkmI), which is much slower than our algorithm since I (the number of iterations in LSA) is usually larger than 10.



5 Experimental Results A comprehensive performance study has been conducted to evaluate our greedyAlg1 algorithm. In this section, we describe those experiments and their results. We ran our algorithm on real-life datasets obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [23] to test its performance against other algorithms on identifying true outliers. In addition, some large synthetic datasets are used to demonstrate the scalability of our algorithm. 5.1 Experiment Design and Evaluation Method



Following the experimental setup in [22], we also used two real life datasets (lymphography and cancer) to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm against FindFPOF algorithm [4], FindCBLOF algorithm [14], KNN algorithm [8] and LSA algorithm [22]. In addition, on the cancer dataset, we add the results of RNN based outlier detection algorithm that are reported in [17] for comparison, although we didn’t implement the RNN based outlier detection algorithm. For all the experiments, the two parameters needed by FindCBLOF algorithm are set to 90% and 5 separately as done in [14]. For the KNN algorithm [8], the results were obtained using the 5-nearest-neighbour; For FindFPOF algorithm [4], the parameter mini-support for mining frequent patterns is fixed to 10%, and the maximal number of items in an itemset is set to 5. Since the LSA algorithm and greedyAlg1 are parameter-free (besides the number of desired outliers), we don’t need to set any parameters. As pointed out by Aggarwal and Yu [3], one way to test how well the outlier detection algorithm worked is to run the method on the dataset and test the percentage of points which belong to the rare classes. If outlier detection works well, it is expected that the rare classes would be over-represented in the set of points found. These kinds of classes are also interesting from a practical perspective. Since we know the true class of each object in the test dataset, we define objects in small classes as rare cases. The number of rare cases identified is utilized as the assessment basis for comparing our algorithm with other algorithms. 5.2 Results on Lymphography Data



The first dataset used is the Lymphography data set, which has 148 instances with 18 attributes. The data set contains a total of 4 classes. Classes 2 and 3 have the largest number of instances. The remained classes are regarded as rare class labels for they are small in size. The corresponding class distribution is illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Class distribution of lymphography data set



Case Commonly Occurring Classes Rare Classes



Class codes 2, 3 1, 4



Percentage of instances 95.9% 4.1%



Table 2 shows the results produced by different algorithms. Here, the top ratio is ratio of the number of records specified as top-k outliers to that of the records in the dataset. The coverage is ratio of the number of detected rare classes to that of the rare classes in the dataset. For example, we let LSA algorithm find the top 7 outliers with the top ratio of 5%. By examining these 7 points, we found that 6 of them belonged to the rare classes. In this experiment, both the greedyAlg1 algorithm and LSA algorithm performed the best for all cases and can find all the records in rare classes when the top ratio reached 5%. In contrast, the KNN algorithm achieved this goal with the top ratio at 10%, which is almost the twice for that of our algorithm. From the above results, we can see that greedyAlg1 algorithm achieves at least the same level performance as that of LSA algorithm on Lymphography data set. Table 2. Detected rare classes in lymphography data set



Top Ratio (Number of Records) 5% (7) 10%(15) 11%(16) 15%(22) 20%(30)



Number of Rare Classes Included (Coverage) GreedyAlg1 LSA FindFPOF FindCBLOF KNN



6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%)



6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%)



5(83%) 5(83%) 6(100%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%)



4 (67%) 4 (67%) 4 (67%) 4 (67%) 6 (100%)



4 (67%) 6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%) 6(100%)



5.3 Results on Wisconsin Breast Cancer Data



The second dataset used is the Wisconsin breast cancer data set, which has 699 instances with 9 attributes. In this experiment, all attributes are considered as categorical. Each record is labeled as benign (458 or 65.5%) or malignant (241 or 34.5%). We follow the experimental technique of Harkins, et al. [17,18] by removing some of the malignant records to form a very unbalanced distribution; the resultant dataset had 39 (8%) malignant records and 444 (92%) benign records (the resultant dataset is available at: http://research.cmis.csiro.au/rohanb/outliers/breast-cancer/). The corresponding class distribution is illustrated in Table 3. We also consider the RNN based outlier detection algorithm on this dataset, whose results are reproduced from [17,18]. Table 4 shows the results produced by the different algorithms. Clearly, among all of these algorithms, RNN performed the worst in most cases. In comparison to other algorithms, greedyAlg1 preformed very well in average. Hence, this experiment also demonstrates the effectiveness of greedyAlg1 algorithm.
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Case Commonly Occurring Classes Rare Classes



Class codes 1 2



Percentage of instances 92% 8%



Table 4. Detected malignant records in wisconsin breast cancer dataset Top Ratio (Number of Records) 1%(4) 2%(8) 4%(16) 6%(24) 8%(32) 10%(40) 12%(48) 14%(56) 16%(64) 18%(72) 20%(80) 25%(100) 28%(112)



Number of Rare Classes Included (Coverage) FindFPOF FindCBLOF RNN



GreedyAlg1



LSA



4 (10.26%) 7 (17.95%) 15(38.46%) 22(56.41%) 27 (69.23%) 33(84.62%) 36(92.31%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%)



4 (10.26%) 8 (20.52%) 15(38.46%) 22(56.41%) 29(74.36%) 33(84.62%) 38 (97.44%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%)



3(7.69%) 7 (17.95%) 14 (35.90%) 21 (53.85%) 28(71.79%) 31(79.49%) 35 (89.74%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%)



4 (10.26%) 7 (17.95%) 14 (35.90%) 21 (53.85%) 27 (69.23%) 32 (82.05%) 35 (89.74%) 38 (97.44%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%)



3 (7.69%) 6 (15.38%) 11 (28.21%) 18 (46.15%) 25 (64.10%) 30 (76.92%) 35 (89.74%) 36 (92.31%) 36 (92.31%) 38 (97.44%) 38 (97.44%) 38 (97.44%) 39 (100%)



KNN 4 (10.26%) 8 (20.52%) 16(41%) 20(51.28%) 27(69.23%) 32(82.05%) 37(94.87%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 39 (100%)



Although the performance of greedyAlg1 algorithm on identifying true outliers on this dataset is not so good as that of the LSA algorithm in two cases, but their performance are almost identical. And as we will show in next Section, our algorithm is very fast for larger dataset, which is more important in data mining applications. 5.4 Scalability Tests



The purpose of this experiment was to test the scalability of the greedyAlg1 algorithm against LSA algorithm when handling very large datasets. A synthesized categorical dataset created with the software developed by Dana Cristofor (The source codes are public available at: http://www.cs.umb.edu/~dana/GAClust/index.html) is used. The data size (i.e., number of rows), the number of attributes and the number of classes are the major parameters in the synthesized categorical data generation, which were set to be 100,000, 10 and 10 separately. Moreover, we set the random generator seed to 5. We will refer to this synthesized dataset with name of DS1. We tested two types of scalability of the greedyAlg1 algorithm and LSA algorithm on DS1 dataset. The first one is the scalability against the number of objects for a given number of outliers and the second is the scalability against the number of outliers for a given number of objects. Both algorithms were implemented in Java. All experiments were conducted on a Pentium4-2.4G machine with 512 M of RAM and running Windows 2000. Fig. 2 shows the results of using greedyAlg1 and LSA to find 30 outliers with different number of objects. Fig. 3 shows the results of using two algorithms to find different number of outliers on DS1 dataset. One important observation from these figures was that the run time of greedyAlg1 algorithm tends to increase linearly as both the number of records and the number of
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Fig. 2. Scalability to the number of objects when mining 30 outliers from DS1 dataset
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outliers are increased, which verified our claim in Section 4.4. In addition, greedyAlg1 algorithm is always faster than LSA algorithm and can be at least an order of magnitude faster than LSA in most cases. Hence, we are confident to claim that greedyAlg1 algorithm is suitable for mining very large dataset, which is very important in real data mining applications. 2000
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Fig. 3. Scalability to the number of outliers when mining outliers from DS1 dataset



6 Conclusions Conventional outlier mining algorithms do not handle categorical data in a satisfactory manner. To fulfill this void, this paper presents a very fast greedy algorithm for mining outliers. Experimental results on real datasets and large synthetic datasets demonstrate the superiority of our new algorithm.
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